WAYFINDER NAVIGATION TOOLKIT
STUDENT NAVIGATION TOOLKIT
In collaboration with Stanford University’s d.school, we have thoughtfully designed a 15-piece
toolkit to equip students with the skills, knowledge and confidence to become purposeful
navigators. The toolkit is composed of a set of beautifully designed paper materials printed on
large format, recycled Kraft paper in partnership with our green certified printer.

ACTIVITY SETS AND THE WAYFINDER JOURNEY
Our Wayfinder Navigation Toolkit moves students through the phases of Self-Awareness,
World-Awareness, and Empowered Action using a wayfinding metaphor:
+ UNDERSTANDING MY ISLAND // SELF-AWARENESS
Five exercises designed to encourage students to look into themselves to understand
who they are and what they value. Topics covered include: exploring our past,
understanding our values, developing wayfinder characteristics, deepening gratitude,
and learning to center ourselves.
+ PREPARING FOR THE JOURNEY // WORLD-AWARENESS
Five exercises designed to help students turn their attention to the world outside of
themselves and begin thinking about how they could fit into the larger landscape.
Topics covered include: understanding the landscape of our lives, building community,
looking at the world's needs, developing empathy and exploring purpose.
+ NAVIGATING THE JOURNEY // EMPOWERED ACTION
Five exercises to empower students to think about how they can put what they have
learned into practice and embark on meaningful projects. Topics covered include:
understanding your "shoulds", leaning into fear, exploring your "why", navigating
challenges, trying new things.
All of our materials are printed on large format recycled Kraft paper in partnership with our
green certified printer. Read more on our ‘Student Toolkit’ section of our website.

TEACHER TOOLKIT
All Project Wayfinder teachers are provided with a Teacher Toolkit which is comprised of a
physical Teacher Navigation Toolkit and access to extensive digital resources through our
Online Teacher Platform. Together, these materials provide teachers with 40+ hours of
programming intended to be offered throughout the school year.

TEACHER NAVIGATION TOOLKIT
Educators will receive their Teacher Navigation Toolkit at the beginning of the training they
attend.
+ 15-PIECE NAVIGATION TOOLKIT printed on large format recycled Kraft paper,
providing 25+ hours of programming.
+ CLASS DESIGN WORKSHEETS accompanying each activity to help your educators
incorporate their personal stories to design more meaningful class sessions for students.
+ JOURNEY TRACK outlining a suggested sequence for the Navigation Toolkit moving
through the stages of Self-Awareness, World-Awareness and Empowered Action.
+ DESIGNER’S DECK containing 26 warm-up activities to use with students to help Build
Community, Create Focus and Boost Energy.

ONLINE TEACHER PLATFORM
Educators will be provided with a link to create a login to our website where they will be able
to access all of the digital resources.
+ FACILITATION GUIDES to inspire educators with ways to lead students through
activities.
-   Background Information
-   Suggested Flow
-   Media and Story Resources
-   Additional Activity Ideas
+ ADDITIONAL MEDIA to enhance the Project Wayfinder experience.
 -   Intro videos for each activity
 -   5-minute mindfulness recordings to use in Project Wayfinder classes
 -   Music playlists to use in Project Wayfinder classes
 -   Reading lists on purposeful education and wayfinding traditions.

